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CLASS IN THE SPOTLIGHT: Class 2

What a fantastic start to the term we’ve had here in class two. The students have all started 
the year happy and ready to learn. In English we’re currently revising our phonemes and 
sentence structure, with great results. Writing has also been of high priority in our classroom 
and the class has been producing some wonderful informative and imaginative texts. In 
Mathematics we’ve been focusing on group activities which explore additive strategies 
through games and problem solving. The students have been enjoying this more “hands on” 
approach and we appear to be progressing with our understanding of these concepts. We 
also continue to engage with our Life Skills Go! lessons which have also been successful and 
useful in identifying our emotions.

-Mr Josh, Miss Dani, Mr Jayden, Mr James

FROM THE FOWLER ROAD TEAM:
We have, as always, been super busy at Fowler Road School recently! Our year 3, 5, 7, and 9 
students have been working hard on their NAPLAN assessments, and we have been 
impressed with their dedication to demonstrating their best work.

In week 7, classes celebrated the International Day of Mathematics, with the theme 
Mathematics is Everywhere! It was great to see so many classes engaged in hands-on, 
explorative maths, including mathematics treasure hunts, exploring volume using different 
containers and liquid, looking at numbers and 2D shapes in real life and revisiting individual 
mathematics goals. Students enjoyed sharing their learning with their classmates and staff.

We have continued to focus on wellbeing strategies and practising using brain breaks, with 
the support of our student support officer (Mr Andrew) and the Life Skills Go! online 
platform. We are starting to hear about students beginning to use some of these strategies 
in their mainstream schools, which is fantastic!
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